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ITEM: Initial value of DC output terminals by segment option
Object manuals
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Pages

S1C63003/004/008/016

412158900a

14.4 Display Memory

14-15

Technical manual

(Error)
At initial reset, the data memory contents become undefined hence, there is need to
initialize by software.

(Correct)
At initial reset, the data memory contents become undefined hence, there is need to
initialize by software.

.
Notes: The terminals which are selected complementary outputs or Nch open drain
outputs by segment option output high level at initial reset.
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codes
S1C63003/004/008/016

412158900

TECHNICAL MANUAL

B.4.2 Differences with the actual AP-B-10
IC

AP-B-11

Errata
(Error)
AP-B-10
< LCD driver >
- S1C63016
It is not limited in this tool. A reference voltage is set according to the register.
- S1C63004/008
In this tool, the LCD drive power supply is not turned on even if it sets it to VC2. A reference
voltage is set according to the register.

(Correct)
AP-B-10
< LCD driver >
- S1C63016/008/004
It is not limited in this tool. A reference voltage is set according to the register.
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codes
S1C63003/004/008/016

412158900

TECHNICAL MANUAL

B.4.2 Differences with the actual AP-B-10
IC

AP-B-11

(Error)
(1) AP-B-10 None
(2) AP-B-11 None
(Correct)
(1)AP-B-10
< LCD driver >
Please note that they are the following specifications in this tool though it is prohibited to set a
reference voltage to VC2 in 1.5V low voltage type of actual IC.
- S1C63016
It is not limited in this tool. A reference voltage is set according to the register.
- S1C63004/008
In this tool, the LCD drive power supply is not turned on even if it sets it to VC2. A reference
voltage is set according to the register.
- S1C63003
VC2 cannot be selected with this tool. A reference voltage is set with an optional mask.
It is not possible to supply power from the outside to LCD power supply terminal (VC1-VC3) with
this tool. Moreover, please note that the LCD drive voltage is different from actual IC.
< SVD circuit >
Because the operation power supply voltage is pseudo made in this tool, it operates regardless
of the setting of the SVD comparison register though it is necessary to set the value of the SVD
comparison voltage register within the range of the voltage where actual IC can be operated
each when the SVD circuit is used.
(2)AP-B-11
< R/F converter >
In this tool, neither the sensor connection terminal nor the general-purpose I/O terminal for the
R/F converter are using combined. Therefore, the R/F converter works even if the mistake is
found in the setting of the I/O specification of each terminal for the R/F converter, and notes the
mask option setting, please.
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S1C63003/004/008/016

412158900

TECHNICAL MANUAL
S1C63003/004/008/016

Table B.1.1.1 Register monitor AP-B-2
LEDs/pins

412158900

(5) SVD result LED (LED1)

AP-B-4

412158900

Notes:

AP-B-8

TECHNICAL MANUAL
S1C63003/004/008/016
TECHNICAL MANUAL
(Error)
(1) AP-B-2
None
(2) AP-B-4
This LED indicates the SVD results according to the SW1 and SW2 settings. The LED lights
when the voltage level set using the switches is lower than the level set using the SVDS
register (SVDDT = "1").
(3) AP-B-8
Notes: • When developing an S1C63003 application, the connector pins shown below should
not be connected to the target board.
50-pin LC1-1: No. 19–50 (SEG10–SEG41)

(Correct)
(1)AP-B-2
Notes: Each LED display does not change even if each register is rewritten directly by using
the debugger immediately after reset of the system.
(2)AP-B-4
This LED indicates the SVD results according to the SW1 and SW2 settings. The LED lights
when the voltage level set using the switches is lower than the level set using the SVDS
register.
(3) AP-B-8
Notes: • When developing an S1C63003 application, the connector pins shown below should
not be connected to the target board.
50-pin LC1-1: No.6-8(COM5-COM7), No. 19–50 (SEG10–SEG41)
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

5.6 Precautions

5-4

Technical Manual

(Error)
・When a 3.0V LCD drive voltage is supplied to the VD3 or VD2 terminal in the 1.5V
low-voltage type, use separated power sources for VDD and VD3/VD2 and supply a
voltage within 1.1V to 1.7V to the VDD terminal.

(Correct)
・When a 3.0V LCD drive voltage is supplied to the VC3 or VC2 terminal in the 1.5V
low-voltage type, use separated power sources for VDD and VC3/VC2 and supply a
voltage within 1.1V to 1.7V to the VDD terminal.
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

Figure 6.1.1

6-2

Technical Manual

Configuration of the interrupt circuit

(Error)

(Correct)

ISW10
EISW10
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

Note:

12-7

12.8 Precautions

12-9

I/O port

AP-D-3,4

Technical Manual

(Error)
............
Make this waiting time the amount of time or more calculated by the following expression.
10×C×R
C: terminal capacitance 5 pF + parasitic capacitance ? pF
R: pull-down resistance 375 kΩ(Max.)

(Correct)
............
Make this waiting time the amount of time or more calculated by the following expression.
10×C×R
C: terminal capacitance 15 pF + parasitic capacitance ? pF
R: pull-down resistance 500 kΩ(Max.)
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

13.6.4 SRDY signal

13-6

Technical Manual

(Error)
・When negative polarity (SCPS1=”1”) is selected for the synchronous clock:
The /SRDY signal goes “0” (low) when the S1C63004/008/016 serial interface is ready or
receive data; normally, it is at “1” (high).
The /SRDY signal changes from “1” to “0” immediately after “1” is written to SCTRG and
returns from “0” to “1” when “0” is input to the /SRDY (P30) terminal (i.e., when the serial
input/output begins transmitting or receiving data). Moreover, when high-order data is read
from or written to SD[7:4], the /SRDY signal returns to “1”.

(Correct)
・When negative polarity (SCPS1=”1”) is selected for the synchronous clock:
The /SRDY signal goes “0” (low) when the S1C63004/008/016 serial interface is ready or
receive data; normally, it is at “1” (high).
The /SRDY signal changes from “1” to “0” immediately after “1” is written to SCTRG and
returns from “0” to “1” when “0” is input to the /SCLK (P30) terminal (i.e., when the serial
input/output begins transmitting or receiving data). Moreover, when high-order data is read
from or written to SD[7:4], the /SRDY signal returns to “1”.
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

Figure 14.2.3.1 Segment allocation

14-2

Technical Manual

(Error)

(Correct)

P
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

16.8 Precautions

16-11

R/F converter

AP-D-4

Technical Manual

(Error)

(Correct)

Add

Reference/sensor oscillation frequency vs voltage deviation is increase for 1.5V low voltage
type, please take into account this characteristic. Please refer to the RFC reference/sensor
oscillation frequency – resistance characteristic at page from 19-14 to 19-15.
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

19.3 DC Characteristic

19-2

Technical Manual

(Error)

(Correct)

High level Schmitt input voltage

Min. 0.5VDD

→

Low level Schmitt input voltage

Min. 0.5VDD

→ Min. 0.55VDD

Min. 0.45VDD
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S1C63004/008/016

411883700

20 Basic External Wiring Diagram

20-1

Technical Manual

(Error)

(Correct)

0 to 25pF
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S1C6F016

411801400

7.3 HALT and SLEEP

7-4

S1C63004/008/016

411883700

7.3 HALT and SLEEP

7-3

(Error)

- S1C6F016 (P7-4)、S1C63004/008/016 (P7-3)-

SLEEP mode
The CPU enters SLEEP mode when it executes the SLP instruction. In this mode, the
CPU, and oscillation circuits (both OSC1 and OSC3) stop operating. Current
consumption can considerably be reduced, as SLEEP mode stop all the peripheral
circuits that operate with the internal clocks.
The system can only be reactivated from SLEEP mode by a key input interrupt request
from a P0x or P1x port.
Therefore, set the following flag and the registers for the I/O port to be used to cancel
SLEEP status before executing the SLP instruction.
• Interrupt flag (I flag) = "1" (interrupts are enabled)
• Interrupt select register SIPxx = "1" (the Pxx I/O port interrupt is selected
• Interrupt mask register EIKxx = "1" (the Pxx I/O port interrupt is enabled)
• Noise rejector select register NRSPxx = "00" (noise rejector is bypassed)
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(Correct)

- S1C6F016 (P7-4)、S1C63004/008/016 (P7-3)-

SLEEP mode
The CPU enters SLEEP mode when it executes the SLP instruction. In this mode, the
CPU, and oscillation circuits (both OSC1 and OSC3) stop operating. Current
consumption can considerably be reduced, as SLEEP mode stop all the peripheral
circuits that operate with the internal clocks. To prevent improper operation after the
CPU wakes up, be sure to run the CPU with the OSC1 clock before setting the CPU in
the SLEEP mode.
The system can only be reactivated from SLEEP mode by a key input interrupt request
from a P0x or P1x port.
Therefore, set the following flag and the registers for the I/O port to be used to cancel
SLEEP status before executing the SLP instruction.
• Interrupt flag (I flag) = "1" (interrupts are enabled)
• Interrupt select register SIPxx = "1" (the Pxx I/O port interrupt is selected
• Interrupt mask register EIKxx = "1" (the Pxx I/O port interrupt is enabled)
• Noise rejector select register NRSPxx = "00" (noise rejector is bypassed)
Therefore, set and confirm the P0(1)x input level, the flag and the registers for the P0(1)x
port and the CPU clock according to the following procedures to be used to enter / cancel
SLEEP status before executing the SLP instruction surely.
1.

CPU system clock switching register CLKCHG = "0" (OSC1 CPU clock is selected)

2.

Interrupt selection register SIPxx = "1" (the P0(1)x input port interrupt is selected)

3.

Interrupt mask register EIKxx = "1" (the P0(1)x input port interrupt is enabled)

4.

Noise rejector selection register NRSPxx = "00" = "00" (noise rejector is bypassed)

5.

Reset the P0(1)x input interrupt factor flag register (write “1” to the IKxx register)

6.

Interrupt flag (I flag) = "1" (interrupts are enabled)

7-1. Confirm the input to the P0(1)x port is surely HIGH level when the P0(1)x port
interrupt polarity select register = "1"(interrupt request signal is generated at the

falling edge)
7-2. Confirm the input to the P0(1)x port is surely LOW level when the P0(1)x port interrupt
polarity select register = "0"(interrupt request signal is generated at the rising edge)

8.

Execute SLP instruction
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S1C63004/008/016
Technical Manual

411883700

19.1 Absolute Maximum Rating
1.5 V low-voltage type

19-1

(Error)

Item
LCD power supply voltage

Symbol

...

Rated value

Unit

VC3

...

-0.3 to +3.0

V

Symbol

...

Rated value

Unit

VC3

...

-0.3 to +6.0

V

(Correct)

Item
LCD power supply voltage
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S1C63004/008/016
Technical Manual

411883700

1.1 Features
Table 1.1.1 Features of models

1-1

(Error)
Instruction execution time During operation at 4 MHz: 0.5 µsec 1 µsec 1.3 µsec

(Correct)
Instruction execution time During operation at 4 MHz: 0.5 µsec 1 µsec 1.5 µsec

